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Heating Engineer (Domestic)
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Company: Rise Technical Recruitment

Location: North London

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Heating Engineer

North London (Local Patch)

£35,000 - £50,000 (Depending on Experience) + London Weighting + Bonus + Vehicle +

Pension

Are you a qualified Gas Engineer looking to take the next step in your career at a well

established company?

This is an exciting company that continually promotes internal progression and further

development. They have been providing the best heating solutions across the domestic and

commercial markets for over 50 years. They are now on the lookout for motivated Engineers

who are looking to really grow within a company and consistently provide the best service to

customers.

In this role, you will be responsible for the maintenance and repair of heating systems such as

boilers. All the jobs you will be undertaking are on the domestic side and require good customer

service throughout. There will be opportunities to boost your income consistently based on

hitting KPIs throughout the week. Depending on your experience, you could be providing

support for fellow engineers and leading teams to ensure the highest quality of work. 

The ideal candidate will be a qualified Gas Engineer who has there up to date qualifications.
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This would include: CCN1,CPA1,CKR1,CKR1,HTR1 and CENWAT. You must have

experience on repair and maintenance of heating systems, ideally on a domestic scale. There

must be some flexibility with travel although lots of the projects will be within the local

area. 

This is an excellent opportunity to join an exciting company that offers excellent on target

earnings and clear internal progression routes.

The person:

Domestic gas tickets

Experience on repair and maintenance jobs

Qualified Gas Engineer

The role:

Repair and maintenance on a domestic scale

Excellent customer service

Appetite to hit targets and boost your income

To apply for this role or to be considered for further roles, please click Apply Now or contact

Joachim Wood at Rise Technical Recruitment.

Rise Technical Recruitment Ltd acts an employment agency for permanent roles and an

employment business for temporary roles.

The salary advertised is the bracket available for this position. The actual salary paid will be

dependent on your level of experience, qualifications and skill set. We are an equal

opportunities employer and welcome applications from all suitable candidates

Apply Now
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